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Demand for corporate housing grows in Mexico
City
Since 1998, Dominion Corporate Housing has provided both short and long-term housing solutions to business
and leisure travellers to a growing number of visitors to Mexico City.

Relocate Editorial

16 MAY 2018

Dominion Corporate Housing manages and operates four properties throughout Mexico City – with suites
in Polanco, Condesa, Interlomas and Lomas Altas. Dominion works with a number of global corporations,
government officials and diplomats, and others doing business in Mexico who require short and longterm accommodations.

Corporate housing in Mexico City
The organisation’s mission is to provide business and leisure visitors to Mexico City with a place where they
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feel as comfortable as if they were in their own home.
Dominion is also known for our spacious and contemporary designed accommodations, excellent amenities,
personalised service and locations that are central and vibrant. Dominion is the only extended stay provider
that is pet friendly.
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“When executives and families are required to leave their homes and relocate to a new city or country like
Mexico for an extended period of time, they want to feel safe and at home, with all the comforts they need,
and surrounded as if by family and friends,” said Alejandra Quintero Oria, co-founder of Dominion. “We
understand our guest’s specific requirements and we strive to deliver those to them every day – from
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choosing the location of our properties, to the size and design of our suites, to the personalised services we
offer.”
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Aldonza Ramirez Mayans, co-founder of Dominion, said, “Serving as a guest’s home away from home is a
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privilege for us and a responsibility we live up to each day. “It’s what we do best, and it’s what we believe will
continue to make us stand out from the competition as the extended stay segment continues to grow.”
“The number of enquiries for relocation to Mexico City have increased steadily. That is because
Mexico offers the perfect mix of old traditions and contemporary lifestyles”, says Pabell Alvarez, sales
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director. “Corporate housing in Mexico City has been the perfect solution for business travellers, however in
the most recent years, Corporate housing serves as the most suitable option for all travellers in need of a
temporary home”.
For further information or to book a stay with Dominion Corporate Housing, visit their website.
For related news and features, visit our Servied Apartments section. Find out more about our
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upcoming Relocate Awards.
Relocate’s new Global Mobility Toolkit provides free information, practical advice and support for
HR, global mobility managers and global teams operating overseas.
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